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John F, Kennedy was a
cold warrior fascinated with
covert action and the culture

of assassination that
enveloped the mz~rders of

Diem and Dominican
dictator I~afael Trufillo, the
repeated attempts on the life
of Cuba’s Fidel Castro, and
ultimately his own death.

Perhaps because
of his fondness for
sailing, Kennedy
liked to collect
scrimshaw.

This is one of
the pieces

he acquired,

JOHN F. KENNEDY WAS THE FIRST Of the self-selected presidents. He
didn’t wait his turn because that turn might never have come: Old-
fashioned national conventions, reflecting the judgment of the party’s
senior establishment, were likely to reject him because of his age, his
religion (there had never been a Roman Catholic president), and his
record in Congress (which ~vas both casual and ordinary).

So Kennedy found a new route to the White House. He
institutionalized his great charm, exaggerated his thin biography, and
spent a good deal of his family’s money winning over the Democratic
primary voters of a few small states (and the gentlemen of the national
press corps). Then he presented himself as the people’s choice. By the
time the 1960 Democratic national convention began in Los Angeles,
young "Jack" Kennedy, the self-proclaimed war hero whose first slogan
was "The New Generation Offers a Leader," had personal control of
enough delegates--men and women committed not to party or to
ideology but to him--to roll over the old leaders and old ways.

Then the forty-three-year-old nominee chose as his running mate
one of the more traditionally deserving candidates, Senate Majority

Leader Lyndon Johnson. The part3~ old and new, rallied around, and
Kennedy defeated Vice President Richard Nixon in one of the closest
elections in American histor3a Nixon was young, too, only forty-seven,
and a navy veteran as well, but he was an old man’s idea of what a
young man should be.

Unfortunately, Kennedy knew more about becoming president
than being president. He demonstrated a cavalier ignorance when
he authorized the disastrous Apr.il 1961 invasion of Cuba at the Bay
of Pigs and followed thaf With an amateurish performance at the

June 1961 Vienna summit that convinced Soviet premier Nikita
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Khrushchev this charming
young American could be
pushed around.

The Vienna summit
came as a particular shock to
Kennedy, a man convinced
that he could always prevail
one on one with men and
with women. This time, he’d
been outmaneuvered and
out-thought by the Soviet
leader--a fact cleaned up for
American consumption by
a protective staff misleading a
patriotic press. But Kennedy
was no fool, and he came
away from Vienna with a
valuable seed of experience:
He realized that the rough-
mouthed premier was just
another politician. The Soviet
rules were different, but the
tricks and the scoring of the
game were the same.

Kennedy inspects a checkpoint during his
June 1963 visit to Berlin. In an emotional
speech delivered in front of the city.hall,
Kennedy declared, "Ich bin ein Berliner."

I
N THE EARLY SUMMER Of that same year, as thousands of refugees

fled Communist East Berlin, Kennedy told one aide, "This is

unbearable for IZdarushchev. East Germany is hemorrhaging to death.

The entire East bloc is in danger. He has to do something to stop this.

Perhaps a wall .... "A year later, during the Cuban Missile Crisis, this

same insight helped Kennedy understand why Khrushchev would risk so

quch to place a few nuclear missiles on Cuba. He told his brother

,ert that he thought the Soviet leader was right to try to neutralize the

~.ds of U.S. missiles ringing the Soviet Union--but that didn’t

’Iv mean Khrushchev intended to use the Cuban missiles. In the

,ms, nuclear terms, Kennedy knew that he wasn’t going to
n̄ first, and neither was Khrushchev. This was politics, not

dy said privately that he might have tried the same trick.
1961, both leaders had problems. The Soviet problem

isrn was being mocked and drained by the flight of

I women, more than three thousand a day, eshaping to.
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Jacqueline Bouvier
attended Miss Porter’s
School, Vassar College,

and the Sorbonne before
finding work as the
Washington Herald’s

Inquiring Camera Girl
She gave up her $42.50
weekly salary, though, to

marry America’s most
eligible bachelor in
September 1953. As

first lady, she ~sed her
beauty and grace to

enhance her h,~sband’s
public image. The chic
Jackie Look--skirted

suit, boo,ant hairstyle,
pillbox hat---came to
dominate American
fashion, and Jackie

herself became
a consequential
arbiter of taste.

the West through the divided city. The American problem was that the
fifteen thousand U.S., British, and French troops in West Berlin were
surrounded by hundreds of thousands of Fled Army troops in East
Germany. If K_hrushchev opted for a military solution to his problem, the
only practical Allied defense would be to use nuclear weapons--an
unacceptable option for Kennedy.

More than once he signaled, openly and secretly, the American
bottom line: continued and unhampered access to West Berlin on the
autobahn from West Germany and checkpoint access into East Bhrtin for
Allied occupation officers. What the Communists did on their own side
of the border, Kennedy made clear, was their business.

In the early morning hours of Sunday, August 13, 1961, brealdng
the dark of night with giant lights, East German troops rolled out a long "
barbed-wire fence on their side of the border between East and West
Berlin. Access for Allied teams inspecting East Berlin was unaffected,
but the exodus to the West was over. On Cape Cod, Kennedy went
sailing, avoiding public comment.

A little more than a year later, in October 1962, U.S. spy planes
discovered evidence that the Soviets were building missile sites in Cuba.
For two extraordinarily tense weeks, in what seemed to be the first true
nuclear confi’ontation, the words and moves of Kennedy and Khrushchev
transfLxed the world. However, with Kennedy pledging never to invade
Cuba, the Soviets backed down and removed their missiles.

The missile crisis demonstrated an important fact about Kennedy’s
presidency: He was the first American chief executive since the War of
1812 to enter office facing the tangible possibility that an adversm3r could
do grave damage to the United States. Sophisticated Soviet delivery
systems developed late in the Eisenhower years meant that the great
oceans could no longer guarantee continental security. In response to this
threat, Kennedy set a pattern of disciplined Cold War leadership that .

The story of the
1960 erection can be
told with two campaign
photographs: In one,
Nixon poses stiffly in his

navy dress blues; in the
other, a bare-chested
Kenned); wearing a
battered fatigue hat,
grins widely from the
cockpit of PT- 109.
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JOHN FITZGERALD KENNEDY

"KENNEDY HAD
TWO PRINCIPAL

POLITICAL
LLABILITIES...

ONE WAS ONLY
APPARENT--HIS
CATHOLICISM;

THE OTHER WAS
REALmHIS LACK
OF EXPERIENCE."

--Richard M, Nixon--

included negotiating the Limited
Test Ban Treaty of 1963 and,
more important, changing U.S.
military strategy to rule out the
general use of nuclear weapons
in regional conflicts,

Kennedy’s great foreign
policy failure came in Southeast
Asia, where he tried to impress
Khrushchev with his resolve (and
inoculate himself against the
standard Republican charge that
Democrats were "soft" on
Communism). When he took
office, there were a few hundred

U.S. military advisers in South Vietnam--a number that he increased to
more than seventeen thousand. By late 1963, however, he’d lost faith in
the determination and competence of the South Vietnamese government,
and he signed off on a generals’ plot to overthrow President Ngo Dinh
Diem. With Diem’s November 1 assassination, South Vietnam became, in
effect, an American protectorate, one to be held at high cost.

To America’s Cold War leaders,
including Kennedy, domestic policy
was more often than not a function
of foreign policy. Roads were built,
engineers educated, and corporations
supported for essentially military
reasons in the all-encompassing
fight against world Communism.
Kennedy’s initial concern about civil
rights for "Negroes," the term of the
time, had less to do with justice
than with the fact that civil rights
demonstrations were being used as
effective Communist propaganda, especially in Africa. The president
didn’t learn of the May 1961 Freedom Bides, designed to test a recent
Supreme Court desegregation decision, until he saw a newspaper
photograph of the riders being beaten in Alabama.

Kennedy wanted to avoid federal involvement in the civil rights
movement, but aggressive lawyers and television footage of police
brutality in the South forced him to place the resources of the

AUGUST 28, 1963

Thirty special trains and
more than two thousand

chartered buses carry
demonstrators tO the

Mar&h on Wa ;hington,
the largest ~viI rights tally

in U.S. histOr ~: Martin
Luther Kifig fr. deIiver,,s
his "l Have -a Dream
speech before 250,000
people’~athered at the

Lincoln Memorial.

Kennedy meets with
advisers on October 29,

1962, one day afier
accepting Khrushchev’s

offer to remove the Cuban
missiles in exchange for a

U.S. pledge not
to invade Cuba.
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Among JFK
assassination boo]u,
Mark Lane’s I966

Rush to Judgment is
noteworthy for being

the.first to raise public
doubt about the

Warren Commission’s
.findings, Of course,

many more books
followed it.

OPPOSITE:

The Democratic
nominee and his wife

enjoy a ticker-tape parade
through lower Manhattan’s

Canyon of Heroes. The
parade highlighted a

mid-October campaign
swing through New York.

government on the side of the black minority--no small thing in a
democracy. In September 1962, he ordered federal troops onto the
campus of the University of Mississippi to end anti-Negro rioting, and on
June 11, 1963, in the middle of a legal battle to desegregate the
University of Alabama, he went on national television to say: "This is not
a sectional issue. This is not even a legal or legislative issue alone .... We
are confronted primarily with a moral issue. It is as old as the Scriptures

and as clear as the American Constitution."

"I COULD NOT REALIZE, NOR
COULD ANY MAN REALIZE WHO DOES

NOT BEARTHE BURDENS OF THIS     :
OFFICE, HOW HEAVY AND CONSTANT

WOULD BE THOSE BURDENS."
--Speech, 1961-

W
ITHIN SIX MONTHS HE WAS DEAD, shot down in Dallas on

November 22. The reasons for his death may never be clear,
but his life and his short presidency have been celebrated

more than most Americans could have imagined then. He touched the
nation with youthful ideas and rhetoric: The Peace Corps. The space
program. "Ask not what your country can do for you; ask what you can do
for your country." He was an athlete dying young; a beautiful man who
disguised his own fragile health and constant pain; a magical cultural
figure with a cool, ironic style who changed the way Americans saw and
projected themselves. He was also a man of secrets, some of which
disguised a personal carelessness, a recklessness involving both drugs and
women, kept secret by assistants and family retainers who were always
there to clean up the messes he made.

In private, he was a rich prince, living life as a race against
boredom--a fact that didn’t really come out until a decade after his
death, when investigations of the Central Intelligence Agency revealed
White House-Nlafia plots to assassinate foreign leaders and a pattern of
irresponsible womanizing. By then, however, his status as a gifted public
figure was already well established--with some merit. Of all the
prerequisites for democratic greatness, he had this one in abundance: the

ability to bring out the best in pe6ple, the American people.
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